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High-spin states in 180Ir have been investigated by means of in-beam g-ray spectroscopy techniques with the
154Sm(31P,5ng)180Ir reaction. Excitation functions, x-g and g-g-t coincidences, DCO ~directional correlation
of g rays deexciting oriented states! ratios, and intraband B(M1)/B(E2) ratios were measured. Five rotational
bands have been identified and their configurations are proposed on the basis of B(M1)/B(E2) ratios and by
comparing the band properties with known bands in neighboring odd-mass and even-mass nuclei. The neutron
AB crossing is observed at \vc50.26(1) MeV for the p1/22@541# ^ n1/22@521# and p1/22@541#
^ n5/22@512# bands, respectively. Staggering of levels as a function of the number of neutron pairs is revealed
in the p1/22@541# ^ n1/22@521# doubly decoupled bands of 178–186Ir. The gradual alignment gains at low
rotational frequencies are observed in the two strongly coupled bands. Band crossings and alignments in 180Ir
are discussed with reference to the total Routhian surface and cranked shell model calculations performed for
the neighboring odd-mass nuclei.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.65.014302 PACS number~s!: 21.10.Re, 23.20.2g, 23.20.Lv, 27.70.1qI. INTRODUCTION
The band structures of deformed odd-odd nuclei are
among the most complex encountered experimentally be-
cause of the existence of a large number of low-lying two-
quasiparticle states. Studies of radioactive decay generally
provide only information about low-spin levels because the
even-even parents have I50 ground states, whereas the
heavy-ion-induced fusion-evaporation reactions populate
high-spin states near the yrast line. The deexcitation of band-
heads to the ground state is not known in most cases, making
the spin and parity, Ip, and configuration assignments diffi-
cult. During the past two decades, great efforts have been
devoted to the study of odd-odd nuclei, leading to a general
classification of band structures according to the coupling
scheme between the valence proton and neutron @1#. With the
aid of refined in-beam spectroscopy techniques, high-quality
data now make it possible to establish connections among
the bands in different quasiparticle configurations. Thus the
spin and parity of one band can be unambiguously fixed
relative to the others. As a consequence, low-spin signature
inversion @2# has been observed in the p1/22@541# ^ ni13/2
semidecoupled bands in 162,164Tm and 174Ta @3#. This phe-
nomenon has also been observed in 176Re @4#, 178Ir @5#,
170,172Ta @6,7#, and 166,168Lu @8,9# and attributed to the
proton-neutron residual interactions @3,4,10#. As a conse-
quence, the spin assignments to a number of semidecoupled
bands in this mass region have been reevaluated @4,11#.
In contrast, the nuclei in the lighter Os-Ir-Pt regime are
rather soft with respect to b and g deformations, and the
polarizing effects of individual nucleons make the nuclear
shapes strongly configuration dependent. For a long time,
one has been puzzled by the complex alignments at a fre-0556-2813/2001/65~1!/014302~15!/$20.00 65 0143quency range of 0.20–0.35 MeV in the ground-state bands of
even-even nuclei ~see, for example, Ref. @12# and references
therein! and in the ph11/2 and pd5/2 bands of odd-A Re and
Ir isotopes ~see, for example, Ref. @13# and references
therein!. Different mechanisms may be associated with this
phenomenon, such as strong interactions at a band crossing
@12#, shape change with rotation @14#, (ph9/2)2 alignment
@15#, and reduced (ni13/2)2 alignment @16# as well as the
combined results of (ph9/2)2 and (ni13/2)2 alignments @15#.
The three-band model has also been used frequently @13# to
explain the complex alignment patterns. The high-spin band
structures in the odd-odd nuclei may shed light on this prob-
lem since here one can block one or two sensitive orbitals,
thus reflecting the effects of an individual orbital in the band
structures.
In this article, we report experimental results on high-spin
band structures in odd-odd 180Ir. The experimental details
and data analyses will be described in Sec. II. The configu-
ration assignments to rotational bands, as presented in Sec.
III, are suggested according to the measured in-band
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios and the existing knowledge of band
properties in neighboring odd-mass and even-mass nuclei.
The configuration-dependent alignment patterns are qualita-
tively discussed for lighter Os and Ir isotopes in terms of
total Routhians surface ~TRS! and cranked shell model
~CSM! calculations. Prior to this work, no high-spin data on
180Ir have been available in the literature. The ground state
of 180Ir was suggested to be Ip5(4,5)1 from the study of
180Ir b1/EC decay @17#. From 184Au a-decay studies four
low-lying excited states in 180Ir have been identified, but
without the spin and parity assignments @18#. A preliminary
report of this work has been published elsewhere @19#.©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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A. Measurements
The experiment was performed at the Japan Atomic En-
ergy Research Institute ~JAERI!. The 154Sm(31P,5ng)180Ir
reaction was induced by a 31P beam provided by the JAERI
tandem accelerator. The target was an enriched 154Sm metal-
lic foil of 2 mg/cm2 thickness backed with a 5 mg/cm2
evaporated Au layer. A g-ray detector array @20# comprising
12 HPGe’s with BGO anti-Compton ~AC! shields was used;
six detectors had an efficiency of 40% each and the others
FIG. 1. Excitation functions for some uncontaminated g rays.01430had 70% relative to 39339 NaI. The detectors were cali-
brated with 60Co, 133Ba, and 152Eu standard sources; typical
energy resolution was about 2.0–2.4 keV at full width at half
maximum ~FWHM! for the 1332.5 keV line.
In order to identify the in-beam g rays belonging to 180Ir,
we measured an excitation function by varying the 31P beam
from 150 MeV to 170 MeV with 5-MeV energy steps. The g
spectrum in this experiment was very complex; the photon
peaks were often doublets or contaminated by the decay g
rays from other reaction channels. Therefore we used a co-
incidence mode in the excitation function measurements so
that the low-multiplicity g rays could be suppressed. In Fig.
1, we present some of the g-ray intensities, normalized to the
same beam current, as a function of beam energy. As shown
in the figure, the g rays emanating from 179Ir ~350- and
465-keV lines! @21# and 181Ir ~336- and 456-keV lines! @22#
can be clearly separated from those of 180Ir (5n reaction
channel!.
A beam energy of 160 MeV was used during x-g-t and
g-g-t coincidence measurements. The time window for g-g
coincidence was set to be 200 ns. About 2403106 coinci-
dence events were accumulated and sorted into a 4k34k
matrix for off-line analysis. The relatively intense g rays
were from the fusion-evaporation residues of 179,180,181Ir,
180Os, and 177Re corresponding to 6n ,5n ,4n ,4np , and a3n
evaporation channels, respectively. Fortunately, detailed
high-spin level schemes for 179,181Ir, 180Os, and 177Re are
available @21–24#. This information and the coincidences weFIG. 2. Level scheme of 180Ir deduced from the present work. The relative energies of the bands are arbitrary since the connections of
bandheads with the ground state have not been established.2-2
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spectra with gates on selected
transitions in bands 1 and 2 as in-
dicated on the panels.measured with Ir K x rays helped us assign new rotational
bands in 180Ir.
To obtain the DCO ~directional correlation of g rays de-
exciting oriented states! ratios, the detectors were divided
into three groups positioned at 32° (148°), 58° (122°),
and 90° with respect to the beam direction. A non-
symmetrized matrix with detectors at u2590° against those
at u1532° ~and 6148°) was constructed. The experimental
DCO ratio was calculated by RDCO(g)5Ig(u1)/Ig(u2),
where Ig(u1) represents the intensities of an unknown g ray
along the u1 axis in coincidence with the stretched E2 tran-
sitions along u2 direction. Similarly, with the same gates on
the u1 axis, coincidence spectra along the u2 axis were pro-
jected to determine Ig(u2). Usually a single gate above the01430state of interest was used. For some weak transitions several
E2 transitions in cascade were used as gates to get high
statistics. In the present geometry, stretched quadrupole tran-
sitions were adopted if RDCO(g) ratios were close to unity,
and dipole transitions were assumed if RDCO(g)<0.6.
B. Level scheme
The level scheme of 180Ir deduced from the present work
is shown in Fig. 2. The relative positions of the bands are not
known ~with the exception of band 1 and band 2! as neither
interband transitions nor transitions from these bands to the
ground state could be fully established. The ordering of tran-
sitions in each band is proposed according to the g-ray rela-2-3
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spectra with gates on selected
transitions in bands 3, 4, and 5 as
indicated on the panels.tive intensities, g-g coincidence relationships and g-ray en-
ergy sums. Typical gated spectra are shown in Figs. 3 and 4
where the g transitions belonging to each band are indicated
by the g-ray energies ~in keV!.
The linking transitions of 273.7-keV @from (91) of band
1 to (71) of band 2# and 277.8-keV @from (91) of band 2 to
(71) of band 1# lines are emphasized in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!.
The main contaminant lines in Fig. 3~b! are from 179Ir @21#;
in particular, the 497-keV line is heavily contaminated by the
33/21→29/21 transition in the p1/21@660# band of 179Ir.
However, from the intensity-balance argument, the main part
of the 497-keV line in Fig. 3~b! should be due to the (191)
→(171) transition in band 2. The highest-spin transition
~695.3-keV line! in band 2 can be clearly seen in the summed01430coincidence spectrum of Fig. 3~c!. Low-energy transitions in
band 3 ~55.3-, 85.5-, and 91.2-keV lines! can be seen clearly
in Fig. 4~a!. Both the 78.5- and 95.3-keV g rays coincide
strongly with the in-band transitions in band 4. Assuming
pure M1 character for the 131-keV g transition, we calculate
the total conversion coefficient to be aT(131 keV; M1)
52.93. From the 156-keV gated spectrum @Fig. 4~b!#, the
g-ray intensity ratio R5Ig (131 keV)/Ig~95.3 keV! has
been extracted to be 2.28~0.57!, indicating an experimental
conversion coefficient, aT(95.3 keV)5@11aT(131 keV;
M1)]3R2158.0(2.0). This total conversion coefficient is
very close to the theoretical value of 7.4 for a 95.3-keV M1
transition. Therefore, the 95.3-keV line is assigned to feed
the bandhead (82) of band 4. In the same way, the g-ray2-4
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tracted to be 0.23~0.05!, leading to aT ~78.5 keV!
50.89~0.20!. This value agrees with the theoretical calcula-
tion of 0.75 for a 78.5-keV E1 transition; therefore the 78.5-
keV g ray is proposed to feed to the (71) state as shown in
Fig. 2.
For the four rotational bands shown in Fig. 2, the branch-
ing ratios, which are defined as
l5
Tg~I→I22 !
Tg~I→I21 ! , ~1!
were extracted for most transitions. Here Tg(I→I22) and
Tg(I→I21) are the g-ray intensities of the DI52 and DI
51 transitions, respectively. These intensities are measured
in a summed coincidence spectrum gated by the transitions
above the state of interest. The branching ratios were used to
extract the reduced transition probability ratios, which are
defined as
B~M1,I→I21 !
B~E2,I→I22 ! 50.697
@Eg~I→I22 !#5
@Eg~I→I21 !#3
1
l
1
11d2 S mN2e2b2D ,
~2!
where d is the E2/M1 mixing ratio for the DI51 transitions,
and Eg(I→I21) and Eg(I→I22) are the DI51 and DI
52 transition energies, respectively. In the calculation, d has
been set to zero, since no mixing ratio could be deduced
from the present data; the error introduced under this as-
sumption is expected to be less than 10%.
The spin assignment for band 1 is proposed according to
the systematics of Eg(71→51) in the similar bands of
178–186Ir @25–28# ~the configuration assignments will be dis-
cussed in the next section!. The linking transitions of E2
character between band 1 and band 2 fix unambiguously the
spin and parity of band 2 relative to band 1. The lowest level
of band 3 is proposed to be I0
p5(82) based on level spacing
systematics in the similar bands of neighboring odd-odd nu-
clei; this spin assignment leads to a consistent pattern of
level staggering @5#. For the strongly coupled band 4, the
lowest level is considered to be the bandhead with I05K1
5Vp1Vn59/217/258. This spin assignment is further
supported by the B(M1;I→I21)/B(E2;I→I22) ratios
and the signature splitting as discussed in the next section.
The relative intensities for some uncontaminated g rays
could be measured in the total projection spectrum. Most of
the values were extracted from the spectra gated on the bot-
tom transitions in the band. Such a restriction means that the
errors associated with relative intensities are often larger than
those associated with the branching ratios, since the latter
were obtained from a gate on the transitions above each state
of interest. For some weak or heavily contaminated g rays,
only upper or lower limits are given based on their intensity
balance. The g-ray energies, spin and parity assignments,
relative g-ray intensities, branching ratios, extracted
B(M1)/B(E2) values, and the DCO ratios are presented in
Table I grouped in sequences for each band.01430III. DISCUSSION
A. Preliminary remarks
The two-quasiparticle intrinsic states of an odd-odd
nucleus can be well characterized by semiempirical calcula-
tions @4,29,30#. Such calculations have been performed for
180Ir with a simplified zero-order approximation @4# without
taking the Gallagher-Moszkowski ~GM! splitting @31# into
account. The p1/22@541# , p5/21@402# , p9/22@514# ,
n1/22@521# , n7/22@514# , n5/22@512# , and n9/21@624# in-
trinsic states have been observed at low energies in the
neighboring 179,181Ir @21,22#, 179Os @32–34#, and 181Pt @35#
nuclei. The calculated results for the related two-
quasiparticle intrinsic states in 180Ir are displayed in Fig. 5
and referenced in the following configuration assignments.
For a rotational band, the in-band transition properties are
sensitive to the quasiparticle configurations; thus they are
often used as criteria for configuration assignments. In the
framework of a rotational model, the reduced M1- and
E2-transition probabilities can be calculated from the formu-
las of Bohr and Mottelson @36#:
B~M1,I→I21 !5 34p mN
2 GKK
2 ^IK10uI21K&2
5
3
4p mN
2 GKK
2 ~I1K !~I2K !
~2I11 !I ~3!
and
B~E2,I→I22 !5 516p e
2Q02^IK20uI22K&2
5
5
16p ~eQ0!
2 3
2
3
~I1K !~I2K !~I211K !~I212K !
I~I21 !~2I21 !~2I11 ! .
~4!
Combining Eqs. ~3! and ~4!, one obtains the B(M1)/B(E2)
ratios expressed as
B~M1,I→I21 !
B~E2,I→I22 ! 5
8
5
GKK
2
Q02
~2I21 !~I21 !
~I211K !~I212K ! S mN2e2b2D .
~5!
As shown in Ref. @37#, the parameter GKK is defined in
odd-odd deformed nuclei by
GKK5K~gK2gR!5Vp~gVp2gR!1Vn~gVn2gR!, ~6!
where gVp (gVn) and Vp (Vn) represent the g factor and
the angular momentum projected on the symmetry axis for
the proton ~neutron! in the associated neighboring odd-mass
nuclei. Also, gK is the effective gyromagnetic factor for the
related two-quasiparticle configuration. The signs of Vp and
Vn are taken as in the expression K5Vp1Vn and the
gVp (gVn) can be calculated in the framework of the Nils-2-5
Y. H. ZHANG et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 014302TABLE I. g-ray transition energies, spin and parity assignments, g intensities, branching ratios, DCO
ratios, and extracted B(M1)/B(E2) ratios in 180Ir.
Eg (keV) a Jip→J fp b Ig c l d DCO ratio B(M1)/B(E2) e
Band 1
164.0 (71)→(51) >520 0.95~15!
290.5 (91)→(71) 350 1.04~15!
393.3 (111)→(91) 230 1.06~15!
481.0 (131)→(111) 180 1.05~15!
548.0 (151)→(131) 180 1.08~15!
530.0 (171)→(151) 70 1.02~15!
495.5 (191)→(171) 58 0.96~20!
619.0 (171)→(151) 60
Band 2
82.5 (71)→(61) >217
198.8 (81)→(61) >200
115.8 (81)→(71) >160 1.16 0.55~10! 0.13~4!
261.0 (91)→(71) 205 0.94~15!
145.0 (91)→(81) 150 1.41 0.47~10! 0.20~6!
327.0 (101)→(81) 516 1.07~15!
182.0 (101)→(91) 67 6.06 0.52~10! 0.07~2!
383.5 (111)→(91) 382 0.94~15!
201.5 (111)→(101) 61 6.30 0.50~10! 0.12~4!
433.3 (121)→(101) 512 0.99~15!
231.8 (121)→(111) 71 8.71 0.52~10! 0.09~3!
477.2 (131)→(111) 530 0.94~15!
245.3 (131)→(121) 40 9.5 0.12~3!
514.0 (141)→(121) 530 0.97~15!
268.5 (141)→(131) 70 7.5 0.17~8!
543.8 (151)→(131) 450 0.96~15!
275.3 (151)→(141) 45 9.90 0.16~5!
549.0 (161)→(141) 328 1.02~15!
273.5 (161)→(151) 30 10.5 0.16~5!
608.0 (161)→(141) 150 0.90~15!
539.0 (171)→(151) 256 0.96~15!
265.5 (171)→(161) <50
443.0 (181)→(161) 90 0.92~20!
502.0 (181)→(161) 170 1.00~15!
236.5 (181)→(171) <50
497.5 (191)→(171) 104 0.95~15!
260.5 (191)→(181) <50
539.8 (201)→(181) 120 0.92~15!
280.0 (201)→(191) <50
570.0 (211)→(191) 80 0.80~20!
590.3 (221)→(201) 120 1.10~20!
641.5 (241)→(221) 60 1.08~20!
695.3 (261)→(241) 50
Transitions from 1 to 2
273.7 (91)→(71) 240 0.95~15!
Transitions from 2 to 1
277.8 (91)→(71) 1.08~15!
Band 3
91.2 (92)→(82) >137 1.45~50!
146.5 (102)→(82) >136
55.3 (102)→(92) >250 0.40~10! 0.70~20!
254.4 (112)→(92) >186014302-6
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Eg (keV) a Jip→J fp b Ig c l d DCO ratio B(M1)/B(E2) e
199.1 (112)→(102) >484 0.38~10! 0.50~8! 0.25~7!
285.1 (122)→(102) 524 1.10~15!
85.5 (122)→(112) 100 5.8~1.7! 0.36~11!
387.5 (132)→(112) <235
301.8 (132)→(122) <257 0.89~20! 0.48~7! 0.26~7!
420.5 (142)→(122) 1000 1.02~15!
118.8 (142)→(132) 50 18~5! 0.30~8!
491.2 (152)→(132) <178
372.3 (152)→(142) <164 1.06~15! 0.40~10! 0.36~7!
537.6 (162)→(142) 740 1.03~15!
573.5 (172)→(152) <155
408.1 (172)→(162) <141 1.53~30! 0.40~6! 0.42~9!
631.8 (182)→(162) 538 1.17~25!
644.0 (192)→(172) 220
420.5 (192)→(182)
700.0 (202)→(182) 317 0.92~25!
697.8 (212)→(192) 140
418.0 (212)→(202) <10
736.8 (222)→(202) 155
720.0 (232)→(212) 98
Band 4
78.5 f (82)→(71) 375 1.08~15!
95.3 (92)→(82) 114
131.0 (102)→(92) 130 1.80~50!
287.5 (112)→(92) 45 1.31~20!
156.4 (112)→(102) 223 0.19~3! 1.20~15! 1.88~37!
343.8 (122)→(102) 180 1.06~20!
187.3 (122)→(112) 247 0.50~8! 1.20~20! 1.02~20!
397.8 (132)→(112) 174 1.01~15!
210.3 (132)→(122) 218 0.86~12! 1.24~20! 0.87~17!
440.8 (142)→(122) 213 1.10~20!
230.3 (142)→(132) 170 1.41~21! 1.13~20! 0.67~13!
477.9 (152)→(132) 273 1.05~15!
247.5 (152)→(142) 145 2.07~30! 1.24~20! 0.55~11!
510.0 (162)→(142) 268 1.00~15!
262.3 (162)→(152) 89 2.86~45! 1.23~20! 0.47~9!
539.3 (172)→(152) 248 1.00~15!
277.0 (172)→(162) 80 3.46~60! 1.30~20! 0.43~10!
566.8 (182)→(162) 220 1.06~15!
289.8 (182)→(172) 68 3.46~60! 1.43~40! 0.48~10!
594.1 (192)→(172) 200 1.00~20!
304.3 (192)→(182) 56 5.1~1.0! 0.36~8!
621.4 (202)→(182) 160 0.93~20!
317.3 (202)→(192) 43 4.5~1.2! 0.45~13!
649.3 (212)→(192) 157
332.0 (212)→(202) 36 5.3~1.2! 0.42~12!
678.8 (222)→(202) 89
346.8 (222)→(212) 40 2.0~1.0! 1.20~60!
704.5 (232)→(212) 128
730.0 (242)→(222) <40
751.3 (252)→(232) <40014302-7
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excitation energies in 180Ir based
on the zero-order approximation
of Ref. @4#.
TABLE I. ~Continued!.
Eg (keV) a Jip→J fp b Ig c l d DCO ratio B(M1)/B(E2) e
Band 5
147.1 I011→I0 125 1.68~50!
315.5 I012→I0 80
168.3 I012→I011 218 0.37~11! 1.13~20! 1.23~37!
354.8 I013→I011 115 1.00~20!
186.0 I013→I012 180 0.69~20! 1.08~30! 0.88~26!
386.0 I014→I012 150 0.88~20!
200.3 I014→I013 140 1.04~31! 1.28~20! 0.72~22!
413.8 I015→I013 190 1.10~20!
213.5 I015→I014 105 1.82~54! 1.30~30! 0.48~14!
440.3 I016→I014 210 1.05~20!
226.5 I016→I015 85 2.44~73! 1.30~40! 0.40~12!
466.5 I017→I015 237 1.02~20!
240.0 I017→I016 76 3.3~1.0! 1.60~50! 0.34~10!
492.3 I018→I016 210 1.10~20!
252.3 I018→I017 55 3.8~1.1! 0.33~10!
519.0 I019→I017 202 0.87~20!
266.5 I019→I018 40 3.3~1.0! 0.42~13!
544.8 I0110→I018 146 1.08~20!
278.2 I0110→I019 30 4.0~1.5! 0.39~15!
564.5 I0111→I019 150 0.91~25!
586.5 I0112→I019 120 1.10~25!
622.3 I0113→I0111 123
634.0 I0114→I0112 101
653.3 I0115→I0113 78
aUncertainties between 0.1 and 0.5 keV.
bSee text for details about the spin and parity assignments.
cUncertainties between 5% and 30%.
dBranching ratio: Tg(I→I22)/Tg(I→I21), Tg(I→I22) and Tg(I→I21) are the relative g intensities of
the E2 and M1 transition depopulating the level I, respectively.
eExtracted from the branching ratios assuming d250.
fg-ray deexcitating the bandhead.014302-8
CONFIGURATION-DEPENDENT BAND STRUCTURES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 014302TABLE II. Possible configurations for bands in 180Ir and their gK factors calculated using Eq. ~6!. Here
gVp and gVn values are taken from Ref. @4#.
p3/2 h9/2 i13/2 f 7/2 i13/2
1/22@521# 5/22@512# 7/21@633# 7/22@514# 9/21@624#
gVn50.697 gVn520.31 gVn520.253 gVn50.33 gVn520.30
h9/2-1/22@541# Kp; gK 11, 0.76 31; 20.12 42; 20.12 41; 0.39 52; 0.04
gVp50.83 2 21; 20.60 32; 20.43 31 ; 0.25 42; 20.75
h11/2-9/22@514# Kp; gK 51; 1.23 71; 0.72 82; 0.61 81; 0.87 92; 0.50
gVp51.29 41; 1.36 21; 3.29 12; 5.14 11; 4.65 2
d5/2-5/21@402# Kp; gK 32; 1.43 52; 0.63 61; 0.51 62; 0.85 71; 0.37
gVp51.57 22; 1.79 2 11; 24.81 12; 22.77 21; 22.64son model. The calculated results can be found in Ref. @4#
and are used here to calculate gK according to Eq. ~6!. The
calculated gK values are given in Table II for different two-
quasiparticle configurations. The Q0 is the intrinsic quadru-
pole moment of the nucleus. We choose Q056.5(e b) which
is a reasonable value for the ground-state bands in even-even
neighbors @38#. The collective g factors are taken as gR
50.30 for variant quasiparticle configurations. From Eq. ~5!,
the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios have been calculated for various
possible configurations, and these results were compared
with experiment. Reasonable agreement between theory and
experimental data is taken to be a supplementary argument
for configuration assignments.
Because the five rotational bands observed in this work
are ‘‘floating’’ in energy, it is difficult to determine the spin
and parity of the levels with conventional spectroscopic
methods. This leads to uncertainty in the configuration as-
signments. Therefore we utilize different criteria in determin-
ing quasiparticle configurations, such as predicted bandhead
energies, band structure systematics, alignments, band cross-
ing frequencies, B(M1)/B(E2) ratios, signature splitting,
etc. These structural properties will be addressed in the fol-
lowing sections.
B. Band 1
Band 1 has been reported previously @19# and was con-
sidered to be the doubly decoupled band based on the
p1/22@541# ^ n1/22@521# configuration. We have assigned
two new transitions ~495.5- and 530.0-keV lines! to this
band, thus extending it up to (191). Several arguments sup-
port this configuration assignment. First, the predicted band-
head is the lowest one as shown in Fig. 5. Second, the mea-
sured DCO ratios ~see Table I! for the related g rays indicate
that these transitions have stretched E2 characteristics. A
careful evaluation of the intensity balance leads to a consis-
tent interpretation only if E2 multipolarity is assumed for the
164-keV transition in band 1, given the large difference in
internal conversion for low-energy M1, E1, and E2 transi-
tions. Third, the general conditions for double decoupling
have been theoretically investigated in odd-odd iridium and
rhenium isotopes, and the observation of such a doubly de-
coupled band in 180Ir is consistent with theoretical expecta-01430tions @27,28#. Finally, excitation energies in the doubly de-
coupled bands of 1782186Ir @25,27,28# built on the (51) state
are compared in Fig. 6. Good systematics in level spacings
support the configuration assignment cited above and the
spin and parity for the lowest level is thus suggested to be
(51).
From a closer inspection of Fig. 6 one can find that the
excitation energies change smoothly as a function of the
number of neutron pairs for the first two excited states. This
smooth variation is apparently associated with the similar
behavior of low-lying levels in the ground-state bands of
their even-even cores and could be understood as the smooth
change of masses and deformations. However, for the levels
above (111), a striking staggering of the levels appears. This
staggering has not yet been understood and needs a full ex-
planation.
C. Band 2
The odd-spin sequence of band 2 has been extended from
(171) up to (211) by adding two cascade g rays ~497- and
570-keV lines! to the previous results @19#. Two linking tran-
sitions ~273.7 and 277.8 keV! between band 1 and 2 are
clearly identified and shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. Such
strong linking transitions can be understood if we assumed
that two states of equal Ip come so close in energy that they
mix significantly. Their DCO ratios are measured to be
0.95~10! and 1.08~10!, respectively. Comparing with the
DCO ratios of in-band DI51 transitions @e.g., 0.47~10! and
0.55~10! for the 145- and 115.8-keV lines in band 2#, the
linking transitions are considered to be stretched E2 transi-
tions. These connections fix unambiguously the spin and par-
ity of band 2 relative to band 1, as shown in Fig. 2. It is
worthwhile to note that a band with similar linking transi-
tions to the doubly decoupled one at (91) has been identified
in 182Ir but assigned to the p5/21@402# ^ ni13/2 configuration
@26#. In Fig. 7 we plot the alignments ix and the dynamical
moments of inertia, J (2), versus rotational frequency \v. A
sudden upbend is clearly observed at \vc50.26 MeV. This
band crossing frequency is very close to the value of \vc
50.25(1) MeV in the n5/22@512# band of 179Os @32,33#
but smaller than \vc50.30 MeV in the yrast band of 178Os
@39,40#. The alignment gain at the band crossing is2-9
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band of 179Ir @21#, corresponding to alignment of the first
pair of i13/2 neutrons. Thus, the band crossing of band 2 can
be explained @1,41# as being due to the neutron AB crossing
expected in the framework of the cranked shell model. The
observation of band crossing at \vc50.26 MeV excludes
the participation of a i13/2 neutron for this structure according
to the blocking arguments. Therefore, the most probable con-
figurations for this band would be p1/22@541#
^ n5/22@512# or p1/22@541# ^ n7/22@514# as expected
from the predicted bandhead energies shown in Fig. 5. We
have also compared the experimental B(M1;I→I
21)/B(E2;I→I22) ratios, extracted from the in-band
branching ratios, to the theoretical predictions from Eq. ~5!.
The experimental and the calculated results are presented in
Fig. 8~a! from which one may conclude that the assignment
of the p1/22@541# ^ n5/22@512# configuration is the most
probable.
For the deformed rare-earth nuclei, the occupation of the
1/22@541# intruder orbital by a quasiproton is usually con-
sidered to drive the nucleus to a larger quadrupole deforma-
tion and lead to a delayed band crossing frequency @42#. For
example, the neutron AB crossing frequency \vc(AB) in the
p1/22@541# band of 175Ta has been deduced @43# to be 75
keV delayed with respect to that in the yrast band of neigh-
boring even-even nuclei. The very similar AB crossing fre-
quencies, both in the p1/22@541# ^ n5/22@512# band of 180Ir
and in the n5/22@512# band of 179Os, indicate that the shape
driving effects of the p1/22@541# intruder orbital might be
negligible or very small for iridium isotopes. With this in
mind, we consider that the AB crossing frequency in 178Os
should be close to that in the p1/22@541# band of 179Ir. This
is supported by Refs. @21,39,40#, which show that the
\vc(AB) values are almost the same for both the
p1/22@541# band in 179Ir and the yrast band in 178Os. The
FIG. 6. Level spacing systematics for the doubly decoupled
bands in 178 Ir @25#, 180Ir ~this work!, 182Ir @27#, 184Ir @27#, and 186Ir
@28#.014302smaller AB crossing frequencies in the n1/22@521# ,
n5/22@512# ,p1/22@541# ^ n1/22@521# and p1/22@541#
^ n5/22@512# bands are caused by blocking effects, in that
the neutron pairing Dn is reduced when the n1/22@521# or
n5/22@512# orbital is occupied. As a consequence, the align-
ment of the first pair of i13/2 neutrons may occur at a lower
rotational frequency.
D. Band 3
Band 3 has been reported in our previous publication @19#
where the quasiparticle configuration of p1/22@541#(a
51/2) ^ ni13/2(a561/2) has been proposed. The deduced
experimental B(M1)/B(E2) ratios versus spin I are plotted
and compared with theoretical predictions in Fig. 8~b!. The
agreement is rather good under the assumption of this con-
figuration. The spin assignment and low-spin signature inver-
sion were already discussed in Ref. @19#. In this paper, we
concentrate on its quasiparticle alignments and band cross-
ings in comparison with those of the neighboring nuclei.
Figure 7 shows the plots of quasiparticle alignments
ix(v) and dynamic moments of inertia, J (2)(v), versus the
rotational frequency \v for all the bands observed. The band
crossing seems to occur at about \vc;0.35 MeV for band
3, which is consistent with the expectations in Ref. @1#. It is
noted that the alignments of two DI52 signature branches
cross at a certain frequency when the common Harris
parameters are used. This feature has been found in the
FIG. 7. Quasiparticle alignments ix and dynamical moments of
inertia, J (2), as a function of rotational frequency for the four bands
in 180Ir. The common Harris parameters are taken to be J0
523 MeV21\2, J1575 MeV23\4 in order that band 3 has
roughly constant alignment before the band crossing; I05K157 is
used for band 5.-10
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uted to signature-dependent deformations.
If the shape driving effects of the p1/22@541# intruder
orbital are negligible and have no obvious influence on band
crossing frequencies ~see discussions in the preceding sub-
section!, one may expect that the neutron BC crossing in
both the ni13/2 band of 179Os and the p1/22@541# ^ ni13/2
band of 180Ir should occur at a similar frequency, larger than
the neutron AB crossing frequency of \vc(AB)
50.300(5) MeV in the yrast band of 178Os. However, the
neutron BC crossing frequency is extracted to be \vc(BC)
50.305(5) MeV in the ni13/2 band of 179Os, whereas no
clear band crossing is observed in the p1/22@541# ^ ni13/2
band up to \v;0.34 MeV. To understand this phenomenon,
we refer to the theoretical work reported in Refs.
@12,14,21,44–46#. The neutron Fermi surface lies between
the n7/21@633# and n9/21@624# orbitals for the N5103
nucleus 179Os. The TRS calculations have shown that such a
i13/2 quasineutron drives the nucleus from axially symmetric
to a triaxial shape with slightly smaller b2 and larger nega-
tive g up to 214° @44#, leading to the reduced neutron BC
and AD crossings. This could be the reason that \vc(BC) in
179Os is close to \vc(AB) in 178Os. The theoretical calcula-
tions predict ~see, for example, Ref. @14#! that the nucleus
has roughly constant deformations of b2;0.23 and g>0°
when the proton intruder orbital 1/22@541# is occupied.
Therefore, the \vc(BC) and \vc(AD) in the p1/22@541#
^ ni13/2 band of 180Ir become larger than that in the ni13/2
band of 179Os. The stabilization effects of 1/22@541# proton
excitation are reflected by the decreasing signature splitting
in the p1/22@541# ^ ni13/2 band of 180Ir as compared to the
signature splitting in the ni13/2 band of 179Os. In fact, the
signature splitting in both bands originate from the i13/2 neu-
tron. A large negative g caused by the i13/2 neutron leads to
an enhanced signature splitting @44#, whereas the 1/22@541#
proton stabilizes the nucleus against g deformation. Conse-
FIG. 8. Experimental B(M1)/B(E2) ratios and theoretical pre-
dictions under the assumption of various configurations as indicated
in the figure.014302quently, the signature splitting becomes smaller in the
p1/22@541# ^ ni13/2 two-quasiparticle band.
E. Strongly coupled bands 4 and 5
Band 4 is newly identified. It shows the strongly coupled
characters of intense in-band M1/E2 transitions @see Figs. 2
and 4~b!# and small signature splittings. The strong M1/E2
transitions indicate a high-K and/or a large-gK factor in-
volved in this structure. Considering all the possible low-
lying intrinsic states shown in Fig. 5, we suggest that
the configuration p9/22@514#(a561/2) ^ ni13/2(a511/2)
~with n7/21@633# as the main component! should be the best
candidate. The experimental B(M1)/B(E2) ratios have been
deduced and compared with theoretical calculations in Fig.
8~c!. The calculated result for the p5/21@402#(a561/2)
^ ni13/2(a511/2) configuration is also presented since such
a configuration also has a large-gK factor ~see Table II! and
gives rise to a strongly coupled structure. One can see in this
figure that the experimental B(M1)/B(E2) ratios are fairly
well reproduced if the configuration p9/22@514# ^ ni13/2 is
assumed. In fact, the proton h11/2-9/22@514# bands in 179Ir
and 181Ir have been observed to be low-lying and intensely
populated in the heavy-ion-induced fusion-evaporation reac-
tions @21,22#. The neutron i13/2 bands are yrast in the neigh-
boring odd-N nuclei. Consequently the two-quasiparticle
band based on the p9/22@514# ^ ni13/2 configuration is ex-
pected to be easily populated in the (HI,xn) reaction used in
this experiment. The similar strongly coupled bands have
been identified in the neighboring odd-odd 174Ta @10#,
174–178Re @47,4,48#, and 178Ir @5# nuclei.
The spin assignment for band 4 has been proposed on the
basis of level spacing systematics in the similar bands of
neighboring odd-odd nuclei; this method has been applied
previously to the odd-odd nuclei in the A5130,160 mass
region and it fixes the level spins within 1\ @49,50#. The
relative excitation energies, normalized to (92) levels, are
shown in Fig. 9 for the favored ~signature a51) DI52
transition sequences in the p9/22@514# ^ ni13/2 bands of
180Ir together with those of 174Ta @10#, 174–178Re @47,4,48#,
and 178Ir @5#. Note that the spin assignment for 178Re is
increased by one unit with respect to the original one @48#
and is consistent with the suggestion in Refs. @4,11#. The spin
assignment for 174Re was not given in our previous publica-
tion @47#. From this figure, one may find that the level ener-
gies of band 4 in 180Ir fit well with the systematics if the
proposed Ip values are accepted. The level spacing system-
atics also support the spin assignment for the p9/22@514#
^ ni13/2 bands in 174Re as shown in Fig. 9. The satisfactory
agreement between the calculated and experimental
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios can be regarded, in turn, as a supple-
mentary support to the spin assignment.
It should be noted that ni13/2-9/21@624# is closer to the
neutron Fermi surface than ni13/227/21@633# in the odd-
mass Os isotopes with N>105; this ordering is reversed for
isotopes with N<101. For the N5103 isotones, both orbit-
als may be equally close to the Fermi surface. The strongly
Coriolis-mixed bands in 179Os and 181Pt have been assigned
to the ni13/2-9/21@624# configuration @32–35#. However, the-11
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and in Ref. @41# have shown that ni13/2-7/21@633# is closer
to the Fermi surface than ni13/2-9/21@624# . Therefore,
ni13/2-7/21@633# is suggested to be the main component in
band 4 of 180Ir, leading to a reasonable bandhead spin of
I05K15Vp1Vn59/217/258. This spin assignment is
further supported by the pattern of signature splitting, S(I),
defined as
S~I !5@E~I !2E~I21 !#2
1
2 @E~I11 !2E~I !1E~I21 !
2E~I22 !# . ~7!
Here E(I) is the level energy of state I; S(I) is directly
proportional to the energy difference of the two signatures,
but magnified by approximately a factor of 2. The plot of
S(I) versus I for band 4 is compared in Fig. 10 with those for
the p9/22@514# ^ ni13/2 bands in 178Ir @5# and 176,178Re
@4,11,48#. It can be seen that the staggering phase of band 4
in 180Ir is the same as that in the p9/22@514# ^ ni13/2 bands
of 178Ir and 176,178Re. In particular, all the p9/22@514#
^ ni13/2 bands feature low-spin signature inversion. This is a
systematic behavior for the ph11/2^ ni13/2 bands in lighter
odd-odd nuclei in this mass region. Note that the linking
transitions have been established between the p9/22@514#
^ ni13/2 and p1/22@541# ^ ni13/2 bands in 176,178Re @4,48#.
These linking transitions lead to unambiguous spin and par-
ity assignments of one band relative to the other. In Refs.
@4,11#, bandhead spins for the p9/22@514# ^ ni13/2 bands in
176,178Re were proposed to be (82). If the bandhead spin is
assigned to be (92) in 180Ir ~formed by coupling a
9/22@514# proton with a 9/21@624# neutron!, the phase of
level staggering for band 4 would be opposite to those of
similar bands in the neighboring 178Ir and 176,178Re nuclei.
In addition to band 4, another weakly populated band ~la-
beled as band 5 in Fig. 3! has been identified and assigned to
180Ir. This is a strongly coupled band characterized by in-
tense in-band M1/E2 transitions and small signature split-
FIG. 9. Level spacing systematics for the ph11/2^ ni13/2 strongly
coupled bands in 174Ta @10#, 1742178Re @47,4,48#, 178Ir @5#, and 180Ir
~this work!.014302tings. The extracted in-band B(M1)/B(E2) ratios are com-
parable with those of band 4 ~see Table I!. Considering the
calculated zero-order level scheme shown in Fig. 5, we as-
sociate band 5 with p5/21@402# ^ n9/21@624# or
p9/22@514# ^ n9/21@624# since both configurations have
high-K and large-gK factors ~see Table II!. The deduced
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios are compared with theoretical predic-
tions in Fig. 11 under the assumption of various configura-
tions. One can find in Fig. 11 ~a! that the experimental
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios can be very well reproduced if the
p9/22@514# ^ n9/21@624# configuration with bandhead spin
of I05K15Vp1Vn59/219/259 is assumed. If the same
procedure is applied to the p5/21@402# ^ n9/21@624# con-
figuration with I05K15Vp1Vn55/219/257 and a com-
mon collective g factor of gR50.3, then the calculated
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios are systematically smaller than the ex-
perimental ones @see Fig. 11~b!#. However, if a reasonable
gR50.24 is used instead of 0.3, the experimental
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios can be well fitted by the calculations
as shown in Fig. 11~b!; therefore further investigation is
needed for the configuration assignment of band 5.
Finally, we would like to point out that the deduced DCO
ratios for the DI51 in-band transitions in bands 4 and 5 all
deviate from 0.6; in most cases the RDCO(g) values are close
to or larger than unity ~see Table I!. This may be understood
if a positive sign is assumed for d in these DI51 in-band
transitions. In fact, d510.31 was estimated for the (112)
→(102) transition in the p9/22@514# ^ n7/21@633# band of
176Re @4#.
F. Gradual alignment gain in band 4
In Fig. 7~a!, one can see that the first three bands behave
normally, with roughly constant alignment at lower frequen-
cies up to a sudden increase at backbends; this is expected
when the intruder orbital p1/22@541# is occupied. However,
FIG. 10. Signature splitting S(I) as a function of spin I for the
ph11/2^ ni13/2 strongly coupled bands in 178Ir @5#. 180Ir ~this work!,
176Re @4#, and 178Re @4,48#.-12
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rotational frequency up to ;12\ at the highest measured
frequency; no backbend has been observed. A similar align-
ment pattern has also been observed in band 5. To further
confirm such an anomalous alignment in odd-odd 180Ir, we
give the dynamic moments of inertia, J (2), versus the rota-
tional frequency \v in Fig. 7~b! for the observed four bands.
Such plots are insensitive to the spin assignment since
J (2) (\v) equals ;4/DEg(I) and can be calculated directly
from observed g-ray energies, Eg(I). The dotted line in Fig.
7 ~b! indicates a sharp discontinuity at that point correspond-
ing to the first backbend. One can observe an interesting
feature in that the J (2) for band 4 shows a broad shoulder ~or
bump! at rotational frequencies before backbending, whereas
this shoulder disappears for the bands with p1/22@541#
occupied. Apparently the shoulder in the J (2) vs \v
plots is related to the gradual alignment gain in the ix vs
\v plots.
Figure 12 presents the plots of ix and J (2) vs \v for the
yrast band in 178Os @39#, the p9/22@514# and p1/22@541#
bands in 179Ir @21#, and band 4 in 180Ir. The gradual align-
ment gains and broad shoulders in the J (2) vs \v plots are
observed in similar frequency ranges for the yrast band in
178Os and the p9/22@514# band in 179Ir; such phenomena
have disappeared in the p1/22@541# decoupled band. Con-
sidering the striking similarity to band 4 in 180Ir, one may
conclude that the low-frequency anomalies both in J (2) and
in ix observed in band 4 are closely related to those in the
FIG. 11. Experimental B(M1)/B(E2) ratios for band 5 and
theoretical predictions under the assumption of different configura-
tions as indicated on the panels.014302yrast band of 178Os and the p9/22@514# band of 179Ir; they
may originate from the same physical reasons. Note that the
gradual alignment gain has been observed in the ground-state
bands of even-even Os and Pt neighbors and in the
p5/21@402# and p9/22@514# bands of neighboring odd-Z
nuclei ~see Ref. @14# and references therein! but has never
been reported previously in neighboring odd-odd nuclei.
The complex alignment pattern is very interesting and
needs further explanations. One suggestion based on the TRS
and CSM calculations attributes the complex alignments to
configuration-dependent shape effects. Such calculations
have been performed for a number of nuclei in this mass
region @12,14,21,44–46#. It has been found that the nuclear
shapes evolve within a band in different ways depending on
the quasiparticle excitations. The change of deformation
along the bands with p1/22@541# unoccupied is due to a
proton pair scattering from an upsloping orbital (ph11/2 or
pd5/2) to the p1/22@541# downsloping orbital. Thus the
1/22@541# quasiproton excitation plays an important role for
the shape evolution. As pointed out in Ref. @14#, the
p1/22@541# intruder orbital is only partly occupied by the
(h9/2)J502 proton pair at lower rotational frequencies, so that
the nucleus will keep its initial shape with smaller b2. This
intruder orbital is almost fully occupied by the (h9/2)J502 pro-
ton pair at higher frequencies, leading to a larger deforma-
tion. Thus the complex alignment as observed in the
p9/22@514# band of 179Ir could be interpreted as resulting
from a shape change ~or the b-stretching process! from
FIG. 12. Quasiparticle alignments ix and dynamical moments of
inertia, J (2), as a function of rotational frequency for band 4 in
180Ir, the ground-state band in 178Os @39#, and the p1/22@541# and
p9/22@514# bands in 179Ir @21#. We used the same common Harris
parameters as in Fig. 7.-13
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quency. An alternative explanation attributes this feature to
three-band interactions. This has been suggested ~see Ref.
@13# and references therein! to explain the complex align-
ments in the yrast bands of Os and in the ph11/2 ~and pd5/2)
bands of Re and Ir nuclei. It is worth noting that the neutron
AB crossing is blocked in the p9/22@514# ^ ni13/2 band of
180Ir. In this case, the neutron pair alignment should corre-
spond to the BC or AD crossings. If the three-band interac-
tion model is applied to band 4, the nature of the S band
should be different from that of the p9/22@514# band of
179Ir in which the AB crossing is involved in the associated
S band. However, the fact that the dynamic moments of in-
ertia, J (2), have almost the same values in a large frequency
range @see Fig. 12~b!# for the p9/22@514# and p9/22@514#
^ ni13/2 bands suggests strongly that the complex alignments
in both nuclei have a similar origin.
To summarize, the gradual alignment gain observed in
band 4 of 180Ir can be understood, at least partly, as being
due to deformation change with rotation ~or the b stretching
process!. This, the b stretching process, is caused by proton-
pair scattering ~coupled to zero spin! into the 1/22@541# or-
bital and may not be affected by the extra i13/2 neutron in
odd-odd 180Ir. The nuclear shape associated with band 4 in
180Ir may evolve in the same way as in the ph11/2 band of
179Ir. Consequently, similar patterns in the ix(\v) and
J (2)(\v) plots can exist in both nuclei.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
High-spin states in 180Ir have been investigated, for the
first time, with standard in-beam g-ray spectroscopy tech-
niques. A level scheme consisting of five rotational bands has
been established. The possible quasiparticle configurations of
these bands have been suggested based on the measured in-
band B(M1)/B(E2) ratios and the existing knowledge of
band structures in the neighboring odd-A and even-A nuclei.014302The doubly decoupled bands in 178–186Ir exhibit regular level
staggering as a function of neutron-pair number. The first
band crossing has been observed in the p1/22@541#
^ n1/22@521# and p1/22@541# ^ n5/22@512# bands at \vc
50.26(1) MeV, which is close to the value .\vc
50.25(1) MeV obtained in the n1/22@521# and
n5/22@512# bands of 179Os but smaller than \vc
50.30 MeV found in the yrast band of 178Os. These back-
bends originate from the neutron AB crossings; the different
\vc(AB) values can be interpreted as being due to neutron
blocking effects. Neutron BC crossing occurs at \vc(BC)
50.31(1) MeV in the ni13/2 band of 179Os, but shifts to
higher frequency above 0.34 MeV in the p1/22@541#
^ ni13/2 band. This shift in BC crossing frequency may be
the consequence of stabilization effects from the 1/22@541#
quasiproton, which is considered to stabilize the nucleus
against b and g deformations. Two strongly coupled bands
show the gradual alignment gains and small shoulders in J (2)
at lower rotational frequencies before the first backbending.
These features are very similar to those in the p9/22@514#
and p5/21@402# bands of the neighboring odd-A Re and Ir
nuclei. All may be caused by shape changes (b stretching!
associated with (h9/2)J502 proton-pair excitation.
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